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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0780533A1] An externally-mounted lock, comprising a case composed of a back plate (1) provided with means for fixing to a door and
of a cover (12) which is associated with the back plate (1) and forms a seat (4) for the sliding of a bolt (5) in which an element (28) is articulated,
the element having a set of teeth (30) which, by virtue of spring means (72), is kept engaged with two mutually opposite bits (23,61), one bit being
supported in the cover (12) and being associated with an internal actuation cylinder or knob (67), the other bit being supported in the back plate (1)
and being connected to an external actuation cylinder, the bits (23,61) being adapted to produce, as a consequence of the actuation of the knob
(67) or of the cylinders, the disengagement of the set of teeth (30) of the element (28) from the bits (23,61) with a first rotation angle and a lock-turn
stroke of the element (28) and of the bolt (5) with a second rotation angle, an arm (33) being rigidly coupled to the toothed element (28) and being
provided with raised portions (38) which are adapted to engage against corresponding protrusions (40,41) formed inside the cover (12), the raised
portions (38) being disengageable from the protrusions (40,41) simultaneously with the teeth (30) when the bits (23,61) are actuated. <IMAGE>
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